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1. Introduction 
Suppose G is a topological group, and e is its identity element. A subset B of G 
is said to be thin in G ifi for any open neighborhood U of e there exists an open 
neighborhood V of e such that x. V. x-’ c U for all x E B. This notion was introduced 
in [7] to construct special topologies on free groups. Later, thin subsets of topological 
groups have been considered in [8]. 
In this paper, the necessary and sufficient conditions of thinness are given for 
subsets of F,+,(X), the free topological group of a space X in the sense of Markov. 
A purely descriptive idea of thinness is as follows. If B is thin in G with the identity 
element e, then open neighborhoods of e change only insignificantly under the 
action of inner isomorphisms i, where XE B, and i,(g) =x.g.x-’ for gE G. More 
strictly, a subset B of G is thin in G if n {i,( U): x E B} is open in G for every 
open neighborhood U of the identity element. It is clear that any subset of an 
Abelian topological group is thin in this group. Each compact subset of a topological 
group G is thin in G; moreover, each precompact subset of G is thin (see Theorem 
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2.6, Statement B). (A subset Bc G is precompact if for every open neighborhood 
U of e there exists a finite set K c G such that B c K. U.) We will see that thinness 
is closely related to boundedness. 
Definition 1.1 (see [l, 93). A subset Y of a space X is bounded in X iff every 
continuous real-valued function defined on X is bounded on Y. 
Obviously, every pseudocompact subset of X is bounded in X; the reverse is 
false. In the following, all spaces are assumed to be completely regular. For these 
spaces, Y is bounded in X iff every locally finite family of open subsets of X only 
contains a finite number of members which intersect Y. Rather unexpectedly, the 
following theorem is valid. 
Theorem 1.2 (see [9, Theorem 2.21). Let for each LY E A, X, be a bounded subset of 
a topological group G,. Then nat A X, is bounded in nnuiA G,. 
This result generalizes the Comfort and Ross theorem [3, Theorem 1.41 onto the 
product of pseudocompact topological groups. 
Corollary 1.3 (see [9, Corollary 2.151). If Xand Yare bounded subsets of a topological 
group G, then the group product X* Y is bounded in G. 
Corollary 1.3 will be used to prove Theorem 2.6. 
Let F(X) denote the free algebraic group of X without a topology. If g E F(X) 
and g=x;l.. .x2 is the reduced form of g, where x,, . . . , x, E X and F,, . . . , E, E 
(-1, +l}, we put I(g) = n. The number Z(g) is the length of the reduced form of g. 
It is important that every bounded subset of a free topological group F,(X) is 
contained in 
F,(X) = {g E F(X): Z(g) s n}. 
For the word g = x71.. .x2 we also put 
SUPPk) = ix,, . . ’ 2 x,1; 
it is the support of g. As has been proved by Arhangel’skii [2], for each bounded 
subset B of FM(X) the set 
supp(B) = U {supp(g): g E B) 
is bounded in X. Our principal claim is the validity of this assertion also with thin 
subsets instead of bounded ones (Theorem 3.4). 
2. Characterization of thin subsets of free topological groups: The usual case 
Following [3], we call X a P-space iff every G,-subset of X is open in X. In 
Theorem 2.7, thin subsets of FM(X) are characterized for X which are not P-spaces. 
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This is done using certain notions and constructions of [6-S]. For completeness, 
the necessary details are given here. 
Let X be a space and 2 the free topological sum of X and its copy X-‘, i.e., 
X = X @ X-l. Let F,(X) be the set of all (reduced and unreduced) words in the 
alphabet 2, and F(X) be the free group of X, i.e., F(X) is the subset of F,(X) 
consisting of all reduced words (with the usual operation of multiplication). If g is 
an element of F,(X) and g = x:1.. .x2 where x,, . . . , x, E X and a,, . . . , E, E 
(-1, +l} we put 
and 
Let 
l(g) = *, 
Z+(g) = I{is n: E, -r +1}1 
l-(g) = l(g) -l+(g). 
G, = {g E F,(X): i+(g) = l-(g)]. 
One can easily see that G = GOn F(X) is an open subgroup of FM(X). We will 
call the number I(g) the length of g. 
Consider a pseudometric d on the set X. For every g E G, we define the number 
llgjld 2 0 by induction on f(g). 
Put (Jelld = 0 for the empty word e. If x and y belong to X, define IIx-‘ylld = 
llxy-‘lld = d(x, y). 
Let m be a natural number such that the number ]lglld is defined for each gE Go 
with I(g) s 2m. For an element g E G,, of length n = 2( m + 1) let 
g = a,b, =. * ’ = akbk 
be the list of all possible representations of g such that ai, bj E G,\(e). As /(ai), 
1( bi) c 2m we can define 
and A(g) = +a~ for k = 0. The word g has the form xfl.. .x>, where x,, . . . , x, E X. 
If e,+t,,=O, then h=x;?...x>:{EGo, and we put 
Otherwise B(g) = +a. Lastly, put 
IgIl, = min{Ai(g), B(g)). 
Clearly, 0s llg(ld <-too. 
The function 1). II d is a seminorm on the group G, i.e., the following conditions 
are fulfilled [6, Lemma 2.21: 
(Nl) llel]d =O; 
(N2) llg-‘IId = llglld for each gE G; 
(N3) Ilghll, s llgll, + Ilhlld for each g, h E G. 
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Let gd, be the family of all continuous pseudometrics on X. For every d E 9x 
we define 
W, = {g E G: llglld < l]. 
[7, Theorem 1.11 implies that the family { W,: d E 9Ja,} is a base at the identity of 
some group topology px on F(X) which is weaker than the “free” topology & of 
F,(X). It induces the original topology on X, and X is thin in F,,(X) = (F(X), px). 
If X is pseudocompact, then px = TX [7, Corollary 1.31. 
Theorem 2.1. Let X be not a P-space and B a thin subset of the free topological group 
FM(X). Then there exists m E w such that B c F,,,(X). 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Without loss of generality, we can consider the case 
of B = {g,: n E w}, where I(g,) = n for each n E w. It will be shown that there exists 
an open neighborhood U of the identity e in FM(X) (and even in F,(X)) such 
that for every open neighborhood V of e we have gk’ V. gk’ g U for some k E w. 
Further, the equality g = g,. . . g, should be understood as follows. If g E F,(X) 
and g, , . . . , g, E 2, then it always means that the words g and g, . . .g, coincide as 
elements of F,(X); if g,, . . . , g, E F,(X), the equality means that there is an order 
of cancellations, i.e., steps of deleting adjacent x and x-r letters, that transforms 
h = g, . . . g, to g, and this order is fixed. It may happen that h - g. 
Now let xixj E X and g, = x,,~. . .x,,, for i, j, n E w. Since X is not a P-space, there 
exists a sequence {U,,: n E o} of open subsets of X such that 
X*E fiU,, \IntfiU” 
( > n=l n=, 
for some x* E X. Let {V,,: n E w} be a sequence of open subsets of X such that 
V, = u,, v,+, c V, and x* E V, for every n E w. Clearly 
X*E fi V, \Int fi V,. 
( ) n=l n=l 
Put W, = X x X and for each n E w define a symmetric entourage W,, of the 
diagonal A of X XX such that the following conditions hold: 
(1) if i < k - 1 < n, e E (-1, +l} and the letters xi& and x~+,,~ of the word gk are 
elements of X’ and X-’ respectively, then (x;k, xI+Fl,k)& W,,; 
(2) W,~(X\~,+,)X(X\~,+,)U(V,X V,); 
(3) w*o w,o w,c w,_,. 
There exists a continuous pseudometric d* on X such that 
{(x,y)~XxX: d*(x,y)sl/n}c W, 
for all n E w (the proof of the existence of d* is quite analogous to that of [4, 
Theorem 8.1.101). We put 
U= W,,*={gE G: /glld*<$}. 
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Then U is an open neighborhood of the identity element of F,,,,(X) (and of F,(X)). 
To prove that U has the required property, four lemmas are necessary. 
An element g E Go is said to be standard if g has the form 
g=xfi.. . x>a’b-‘x,‘u.. _x;‘l 
where x1,. . . , x,, a, b E X and E,, . . . , E,,, F E (-1, +l>. The word xyl.. .x2 is the 
left wing of g and xi’,,. . .xIFl is the right wing of g. 
Lemma 2.2. For any h E GO and d E 921x there exist standard elements h, , . . . , h, E G, 
such that h = h,. ..hn, IIhlld =CY=lIIhiIId and the following conditions are met: 
(a) if 1 <j G n - 1, then the right-wing letters of h, are only reduced in pairs with 
the left-wing ones of hi+, , and if 2~js n, then the left-wing letters of h, are only 
reduced in pairs with the right-wing ones of hi_, when h, . . . h, is transformed to h (we 
remind the reader that the order of cancellations is$xed); 
(b) for every j < n one of the two letters in the middle of the word h, is not reduced 
in h, . . h,. The other one is either also so or reduced with a letter of the nearest wing 
of the adjacent word on its side; 
(c) ifjs n and 
h, = UPI.. . u$aasb-su,6nz _ . _ U;8, 
where u,, . . . , u,, a, b E X and S,, . . ., S,, SE{-l,+l}, then llhjlld =2”‘*d(a, b). 
The representation h = h, . . . h, with the properties specified is said to be correct. 
Proof. Apply induction on l(h). If l(h) = 2, then h is standard, and we are done. 
Let m E w and suppose that for each element h E G,, of length s2m there exists the 
representation required. Choose an element h E G,, with l(h) = 2n where n = m + 1. 
The definition of II * IId implies that either 
(1) there exist u, VE G,\(e) such that h = u-v, Ilh(ld = IJulJd+IIvIJd and Z(h)= 
l(u)+l(v), or 
(2) there exist x, y E X, u E G,\(e) and E E (-1, +l} such that h = x’uy-’ and 
llhlld =d(x,y)+2114~. 
In the first case l(u) s 2m and l(v) s 2m; hence the induction hypothesis implies 
that there exist correct representations u = u, . . . up and v = v, . . . v,. Obviously the 
representation h = u,. . . upv,. . . vq is correct. 
In the second case, u E G, and l(u) s 2m; hence by the induction hypothesis, 
there exists a correct representation u = u, . . . uk. Consider elements hi = xFuix?, 
is k, and h,,, = x’y-‘. For every is k + 1, h, is a standard element of G,, and we 
claim that the representation h = h, . . . h,h,+, is correct. 
For a word gE Go let g be the reduced form of g. We have always llglld = llg^lld 
[6, Lemma 2.11. This and the fact that l).l(d is a seminorm on G imply 
IIhIId = ll’lld = II’,. . .ikh^,+l((d sy$: II;, 11, = “i’ IIhilld. 
,=, 
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By the definition of 11. IId we have for every i s k 
Ilhill, = ~lX’UjX~’ II~~2~1UiIld+d(X~X>=2~~~il]d~ 
Eventually, 
k+l 
Ilhlld s iz, Ilhilld = llhk+llld+i~, llhilld 
SO we have /h/Id =I::: Ilhill d, and it remains to show that conditions (a)-(c) are 
fulfilled. 
Clearly (a) and (b) are. Let us check (c). By the induction hypothesis, for every 
j< k if uj = ~~a~b,~u,~’ (where Z(V,) = rj and a,, b, E X), then 
)Iu;))~ =2’,+d(u,, b,). 
Since h, = x’ujx-’ for j G k, it suffices to prove that (( h,lld 2 2\(~~((~ for all j c k. If 
js k and llhjlld <2/(~.4~((,, then 
IIhIIrsIIhk+*IId+iil IIhiII~<IIhk+,II~‘2’i~~ IIUiIId 
= Ilhk+,lId+2lIulld = Ilhlld, 
which is a contradiction. q 
Lemma 2.3. Let h, , . . . , hk be standard elements of Go, h E G,\(e), and assume that 
the representation h = h,. . . hk satisjies conditions (a) and (b) of Lemma 2.2. Then 
the length of h does not exceed the sum of the lengths of those hi whose middle letters 
are not reduced under the cancellations transforming h, . . . h, to h (in particular, there 
is at least one such h,). 
Proof. If k = 1, there is nothing to prove. Let n > 1 and assume that the lemma is 
proved for each representation g = g,. . .g, satisfying (a) and (b) where k < n. 
Suppose that h = h,. . . h, is a representation of h satisfying (a) and (b). Put h’= 
h,. . . h,_, , where the word h’ is obtained from h,. . . h,_, by deletion of those pairs 
of letters of h, . . . h,_, which are deleted from the word h, . . . h, when it is converted 
to h. By the induction hypothesis, the length of h’ does not exceed the sum of the 
lengths of those h,, j S n - 1, whose two middle letters are not reduced. Let hkl , . . . , hkp 
be these words. If the left middle letter of h, is reduced in the word h, . . . h,, then 
1(h) = I( h’) < l( hk,) + . * . + I( hkp). 
Condition (b) implies that the middle letters of the words hk, , . . . , hkP are not reduced 
in the word h,. . . h,; hence in this case we are done. 
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Now assume that the left middle letter of the word h, is not reduced. If the right 
middle letter of h,_, is also not reduced, or if k,, f n - 1, then the inequality 
z(h)~z(h’)+l(h,)~l(h,l)+. . .+l(hkp)+Z(h,) 
proves the lemma. If k,, = n - 1 and the right middle letter of h,_, is reduced, then 
it is sufficient to show that 
Z(h)< Z(h,,)-t* . . + Ok,,_,) + I(k). 
To see this, note that (a) and (b) imply 
Z(h)=Z(h’)+Z(h,)-Z(h,_,) 
and the induction hypothesis implies 
z(h’)sz(h,l)+. . .-tZ(hkp)) 
which completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 2.4. Let k E w, ai E R for each i s k, and a =I:=, ai. Then the sum I:=, 25 is 
minimal if a, =. . * = ak = a/k. 
Proof. Apply induction on k. The case k = 1 is trivial. Let k 3 2 and assume that 
the lemma is proved for all p < k. Put b = a - a, and apply the induction hypothesis 
to the sum S = C:=, 2‘5. The minimal value of this sum is attained if a2 =. . . = uk = 
b/(k - l), and in this case 
S = 2‘5 + (k _ I). 2ca-5)/ck-‘). 
To complete the proof, one can differentiate S with respect to a, and see that 
S= S,,, if a, = u/k. 0 
Lemma 2.5. For each n E w, min,,, x. 2”” > n. 
Proof. Apply differentiation with respect to x. 0 
We continue the proof of Theorem 2.1. Let V be an arbitrary open neighborhood 
of the identity element of FM(X). There exists an open neighborhood 0(x*) of x* 
in X such that x*‘. y-’ E V for all ~EO(?C*) and FE{-l,+l}. Since x*g 
Int n;==, V,, there exists p E w such that O(x*)\V, # 0. Choose a point YE 
0(x*)\ V,,, and if the letter x,_ of the word g,, belongs to X’, define 
g=g,.x*‘.yp’.g,‘_ 
Clearly g E gp. V. g;’ and g E G c Go. We claim that g E U = Wxd*. 
In fact, let g = h,. . . h, be a correct representation of g (see Lemma 2.2), and 
suppose that h,, , . . . , h,,, is the list of all words whose middle letters are not reduced. 
Then 
l(&) f. . .+Z(h,,)zZ(g)=2p+2 
by Lemma 2.3. 
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Since x P-P 7 x*’ and y’ are elements of X”, for each i c k either the middle letters 
a:< and by’! of h,,, are contained in the fragment g, of the word g, or they are 
contained in gi’, or coincide with the middle letters of g. By the definition of the 
pseudometric d*, we then have 
d*(ai, b,) > l/p: 
if aTI and b;‘f are contained in g, or gi’, this follows from property (1) of the 
sequence { W, . m E co}; if a;( and b7’1 are the middle letters of the word g, then 
a’, . b;‘, = x*F. y’ and the inequality d*(a,, bi) > l/p follows from property (2) of 
the sequence { W,,,: m E w} and the definition of d*. 
By the definition of the correct representation, for each i c k 
11 h,, IId* = 2(rJ2)-’ . d*(a,, bi) > 2’ri2/2p 
where ri = Z(h,,). It follows from Lemma 2.3 that 
; +&l(g)=p+l. 
i=l 
The representation g = h, . . . h, is correct, and therefore, 
lI&*=i”* II%*+ Ilh.,Il,*>~.i~*2r~‘2. 
Since IF=, $r, ap+ 1, we have 
r,/2> k.2(P+l)lk> k.zP/” 
i=l 
according to Lemma 2.4. By Lemma 2.5, 
k.2plk>p; 
therefore 
llglld*>i and llgI12d~> 1. 
This proves that 
g~kp.V*&3\~#0 
for some p E OJ, i.e., B is not thin in F,(X). 0 
The following theorem gives an additional information about thin subsets of free 
topological groups. 
Theorem 2.6. Let X be not a P-space, n E w and Bc F,,(X). Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) B is thin in F,,,,(X); 
(ii) B is bounded in FM(X); 
(iii) supp(B) is bounded in X. 
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Proof. (i)a(iii). Since X is not a P-space, there exist a point a E X and a sequence 
of open subsets of X, (0,: k E w}, such that a E Ok,, c o,,, = 01, for every k E w, 
and a does not belong to the interior of 
Assume that supp( B) is not bounded in X. Without loss of generality we can also 
assume that l(g) = n for each g E B. There exist an infinite subset B’c B and 
& I,..., a,, E { - 1, + l} such that supp( B’) is not bounded in X and any element g E B’ 
has the form 
g = x,(g)‘1.. .x,(g)‘,r 
where x,(g), . . . , x,(g) E X. It is easy to define an infinite subset B* c B’ and a 
subset T c (1,. . _ , n} (may be, empty) such that 
B*={g,: kEw}, 
supp(B*) is not bounded in X, for each k 
with x,,~ E X, and the following conditions are met: 
(1) the set K, = {x,,~: k E co} is bounded in X for every i E T; 
(2) the set R = { 1, . . . , n}\ T is nonempty, and for each i E R there exists a discrete 
family {V&: k E w} of open subsets of X with x~,~ E V,,, for k E w. 
It can be assumed that v,,, n C = 0 for all i E R and k E w, where 
C={a}u(U{Ki: in T}) 
is a bounded subset of X. In fact, let V5 be open in X and 
X,&E VTkC v:,c vi, 
for i E R, k E w. For every i E R there is only a finite number of k values, k E w, with 
V,, n C f 0, and the required property can be obtained by decreasing of B” and 
replacing Vi,k by V$. 
There exists an open subset U of X such that a E U and U n Vi,, = 0 for all i E R 
and k E w. Let 
H = GL(2, R) 
be the general linear group of degree 2 over R with its standard topology and the 
identity element E. Consider the subgroup of H, H*, consisting of all matrices of 
the form 
1 x ( > 0 1’ XER. 
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Clearly, H* and R are homeomorphic. There 
such that 
exists a continuous map cpO : X + H* 
(a) %(X\ u) = {El; 
(b) cpo(a)=A=(:, :); 
(c) A @ 4 U\F). 
For every x E R define 
There exists a continuous map (D] :X + H such that 
P,(C) = {A), Pi(xi,k) = Y(k) 
for all i E R and k E w (this follows from the discreteness of the families IV,,,: k E w}, 
iER) and 
R(X) = E 
whenever 
x~X\U{V~,~: iE R, kcw}. 
Lastly, set cp = cpO * cp, . It is clear that 
cp(x)=A if XEC 
and 
P((x~,~) = Y(k) if i E R, k E w. 
We also have v, 1 U = cp,, 1 U. 
Extend cp to a continuous homomorphism 4 : FM(X) + H. Let 0 be the set of all 
matrices of H with the absolute values of all matrix elements smaller than 2. Then 
V* = 0 n H is an open neighborhood of E in H, and U” = $-‘( V*) is an open 
neighborhood of e in FM(X). We claim that for every open neighborhood W of e 
there exists g E B” such that 
(8. w. g-V\ u* f 0, 
i.e., B* (and therefore, B) is not thin in F,(X). 
In fact, let W be an arbitrary open subset of F,(X) and e E W. Then the set 
O(a) = U n X n ( W. a) is open in X and a E O(a). Since a .@ Int(nT=, 0,) (see the 
beginning of the proof), one can find k E w such that O(a)\ 0, # 0. Fix a point 
a, E O(a)\O,. Then a, E U\F and the properties (b) and (c) of the map qpo imply 
that cp,Ja,) f cpO(a) = A. Consequently the element 
%(a,) * da)-’ E H* 
has the form (A F), where E Z 0. It is sufficient to show that there exists m E w such 
that 
i.e., 
g; a, * u-’ . g;’ & U”, 
1 E 
cp^km). o 1 .4(gm)-‘~o. ( ) 
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By the construction, elements g, of B* have the form xf;, . . .x2,,, with x,,, E X; 
the definition of the homomorphism C$ therefore implies that 
$krn) = (P(qmP. . ~P(Xn,m)F”’ 
= A’%. y(m)“~ .Ah. Y(m)“*. . . Y(m)k,.AJ’,, 
where t is a positive integer, k,, . . . , k ,, p,, . . , p,_, are nonzero integers and p,,, p, 
are integers. To prove the existence of m, some calculations should be done. 
Put 
and 
fl(x) = API]. y(x)“~. Ah. . . y(x)“,. AP, 
1 & 
Z(x)=fl(x). 0 I .n(x))’ ( > 
for all x E R. It is clear that the (2t + 1)th derivative of Z(x) with respect to x is a 
zero matrix because the elements of Z(x) are polynomials in x of degree not 
exceeding 2t. We will show that the (2t)th derivative Z’*“(x) is not a zero matrix. 
Since for all P(x) and Q(x) 
[P(x). Q(x)l’ = P’(x) * O(x) + P(x). Q’(x) 
and A is constant, simple calculations show that 
.(; ;)+-(_;, :)-_;, @p+;, ;).A-% 
This follows from the equalities 
and [Y(x)“]“= 
for all integers k. Multiplying the matrices in the expression for Z’*“(x) yields 
Z’2”(x) = -(2t)!. F. kf. . . ,+pf. . .p;_, . 
i.e., 
ZC2’)( x) # 
0 0 ( > 0 0 
for E # 0. 
This proves that the matrix Z(x) is not constant and the element z,,(x) of the 
matrix Z(x) is a polynomial of degree 2t > 0. Therefore, there exists m E w such 
that )z2,(m)) > 2. The equality 
Z(m)=kGn). ; ; 
( > 
.4(gm)-’ = G(g; a,. up’ .g,‘) 
completes the proof of the implication. 
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(iii)+(ii). Consider the set 
N k supp(B) u (supp(B)))‘. 
It is obvious that the boundedness of supp(B) in X implies that N is bounded in 
X0X-’ and in F,(X). By Corollary 1.3, all sets N, N*, . . . , N” are bounded in 
FM(X). The inclusion B c N” implies that B is bounded in F,,,,(X). 
(ii)*(i). It suffices to prove two simple statements. 
Statement A. Each bounded subset B of a topological group G is precompact in G. 
Indeed, let U be an open neighborhood of the identity element of G. We have 
to find a finite subset K c G such that B = K. U. Assume that there exists no such 
subset. Choose an open neighborhood V of the identity element such that V-’ = V 
and V4c U. There exists a sequence {x,: n E w} c B such that 
x,,+,tilJ{x,~U: ken} 
for every n E w. It is easy to check that the infinite family {x; V: n E o} of open 
subsets of G is locally finite and each element of this family intersects the bounded 
subset B of G, which is a contradition. 
Statement B. Every precompact subset B of a topological group G is thin in G. 
Indeed, let U be an open neighborhood of the identity element of G. Choose an 
open neighborhood V of the identity such that V’ = V and V3c U. Since B is 
precompact, there exist elements x, , . . , x, E G such that 
Bc V-x, u . . . u V.x,. 
Let 0 be an open neighborhood of the identity such that x; 0. x;’ c V for every 
i < n. Then for each b E B there exists is n such that b E V. x,; hence 
b. 0. b-’ c V. xi. 0. x,’ . V-’ = V. (x,. 0. x;‘). V-’ c V. V. Vc U. 
Thus b. 0. b-’ c U for all b E B, i.e., B is thin in G. 
The implication (ii)+(i) follows immediately from Statements A and B. 0 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.6 have the following implication. 
Theorem 2.7. If X is not a P-space, then for every subset B c FM(X) the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) B is thin in FM(X); 
(2) B is bounded in FM(X); 
(3) B c F,,(X) for some n E w, and supp( B) is bounded in X. 
[S, Theorem 21 is a particular case of this one. 
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3. A case of a P-space 
Here we assume that X is a P-space. Two definitions will be used (see [S]). 
Definition 3.1. Let X be a space and T an infinite cardinal. Then X is said to be a 
P,-space if the set n y is open in X for each family y of open subsets of X with 1 y[ < 7. 
Evidently, any space is a PM,,-space, and P,,-spaces are just P-spaces. 
Definition 3.2. A subset Y of a space X is r-bounded in X iff for every locally finite 
family y of open subsets of X the cardinality of the family {U n Y: U E y} is smaller 
than T. 
It is clear that for Tychonoff spaces, the notions of boundedness and &,-bounded- 
ness coincide. 
Theorem 3.3. For a P-space X and a subset B c FM(X) the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) B is thin in F,,.,(X); 
(2) there is a cardinal T> NO such that X is a P,-space, and supp(B) is T-bounded 
in X. 
Scheme of the proof. Note that both X and F,(X) are P-spaces. The implication 
(2)+( 1) can be proved similarly to the implication (ii)+(i) in Theorem 2.6. To 
prove the implication (l)*(2), it suffices to consider subsets B’ c FM(X) contained 
in some F,,(X). In fact, since F,(X) is a P-space, the thinness of B in FM(X) is 
equivalent to the statement that B n F,,(X) is thin in FM(X) for all n E W. Further, 
one can follow the same line of reasoning as with the implication (i)+(iii), Theorem 
2.6. However instead of homomorphisms to GL(2, R), homomorphisms to GL(2, K) 
should now be used (here K is a linearly ordered field of topological character 
A = min{r: X is not a P,+-space}. The description of K is given in [5]. In [S], K is 
applied to study thin subsets of FM(X) lying in X). 0 
[8, Theorem 31 is a particular case of Theorem 3.3. 
Eventually, Theorems 2.7 and 3.3 give the principal result: 
Theorem 3.4. Let X be a space. Zf B is a thin subset of F,,,, (X), then supp( B) is thin 
in FM(X). 
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